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Diffusion Céramique innovates and creates for you the decorated
stone, a product that had never been seen before.

Our natural stone gets a little makeover and wears fabulous des-
igns to create a unique artisanal product.
We selected in our Turkish quarries the most beautiful natural
stone which we printed astonishing designs on.
Ink gets into the veins of the stone which guarantees a resistant
design and a tile whose beauty does not age. These made in
France designs will make you travel all around the world thanks
to their colours and patterns. Whether you like psychedelic
mixes of colours, shades of blue or red, or black sobriety, you will
find a design you love!
On walls or floors, outside or inside, these stones will add colour
and brightness to your home.The incredibly soft touch of stone
as well as the authentic aspect of these designs will seduce you
and all of your guests.

This product exclusively produced and sold by Diffusion
Céramique is about to revolutionise interior design.

Exclus iv i ty
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DECORATED STONES
20 x 20 cm

Thickness: 12 mm

ISTANBUL
PDE2020C02 28i P

ANKARA
PDE2020C03 28i P

NYONS
PDE2020C26 28i P

JAIPUR
PDE2020C08 28i P

IZMIR
PDE2020C04 28i P

PORTO
PDE2020C19 28i P

CALCUTTA
PDE2020C23 28i P

RIO
PDE2020C24 28i P

SERENGETTI
PDE2020C25 28i P

NAKURU
PDE2020C22 28i P

The wonderful travertine was the base of our designer’s work.
Nina Farré enhances stone with her original and unique designs

that will make you travel all around the world.
Decorated stone will add nobility as well as a modern touch to your precious interior.

The innovative printing technique on a material such as stone guarantees a product of the highest quality.
The designs adapt to any kind of architecture, from the most classical to the boldest one.

Don’t forget:
Printing on 5x5 formats,

see page 247

All our designs match perfectly.
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DECORATED STONES
20 x 20 cm

Thickness: 12 mm

CASABLANCA
PDE2020C05 28i P

PONDICHERY
PDE2020C17 28i P

LIMASSOL
PDE2020C11 28i P

ORAN
PDE2020C15 28i P

MADRID
PDE2020C13 28i P

PORTOFINO
PDE2020C18 28i P

LAHORE
PDE2020C14 28i P

ISPAHAN
PDE2020C21 28i P

GOA
PDE2020C20 28i P

Don’t forget:
Printing on 5x5 formats,

see page 247


